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Computer Helps Design Shoe That Walks on Air
Dr. Gideon Ariel and his company, Computerized Biomechanical Analysis (CBA), have designed a shoe that
allows the wearer to walk on air. The shoe was created as a result of a study on the efficiency of shoe design,
which revealed that the common shoe is not an efficient design. The new shoe, filled with air, provides a
cushioned step and a rolling effect when walking or running. The design has been acquired by the Pony Shoe
Company and is expected to be used in various sports, including basketball and football. The shoe could also be
used in regular footwear for the general public.

In addition to the air shoe, CBA has also designed a new exercise machine that requires less space and a tennis
racket with a pivoting handle for maximum force and accuracy. The company is also conducting a study for the
Department of Defense on how to make foot soldiers more efficient.
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